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L.A. CADA Film Sweeps Festivals
Charles McWells, HIV Prevention Services Manager

In the four months since its theatrical release, L.A. CADA’s

tion also have lived-experiences that reflect the link between

film project has received an outpouring of attention from

homophobia, childhood trauma and substance use disorders.

the independent motion picture industry.

The screenings/forums have been held for patients at L.A.

Velvet Jesus

premiered at the California African

CADA’s Art House and Start House. as

American Museum on September 10,

well as the Van Ness House and God’s

2021. Then, on October 24, 2021, The

Property. Screening will continue from

Hollywood and African Prestigious

February through April at another half

Awards ceremony was held at the

dozen LGBTQ support organizations. All

Orpheum Theatre, and Velvet Jesus

told, the expectation is that between

swept the three dramatic categories

750 and 1,000 at-risk adults will have

for which the movie had been nomi-

viewed and participated in discussion

nated – Best Independent Film, Best

groups by mid-Spring.

Actor and Best Supporting Actor.

Researchers from UCLA have re-

The movie has also received Best Mo-

cently joined the project. Under the

tion Picture nominations from the To-

direction of Dr. Nina Harawa, a team

ronto Black Film Festival, the NAACP

of medical school interns are develop-

Image Awards and the LGBTQ Unbor-

ing a survey that LGBTQ audiences will

dered International Film Festival.

complete before and two weeks after

Velvet Jesus is a gritty drama that Velvet Jesus captured three awards at the Hollywood the film screening. The survey aims to
and African Prestigious Awards, including Best Indetells the story of a same-gender-loving pendent Film, Best Actor and Best Supporting Actor. measure the extent to which the film
African American man who is seeking to avenge the horrific

helped motivate participants to consider changing behaviors

trauma that he suffered as a child. Seed-money for the film

that might put them at risk for HIV infection or transmission. Dr.

came from L.A. CADA and the Los Angeles County Board of

Harawa is an HIV epidemiologist at UCLA and Charles R. Drew

Supervisors through the Department of Arts and Culture.

University of Medicine and Science.

In a related development, over 250 people, including mem-

Besides L.A. CADA and the L.A. County Board of Super-

bers of the Black and Latino LGBTQ recovering community,

visors, other supporters of the Velvet Jesus project include

have viewed the film and participated in closed post-screening

AIDS Healthcare Foundation, the Black Leadership Crisis

community forums. The objective of these forums is to give au-

Coalition, In the Meantime Men’s Group, Inc., the AMAAD

diences an opportunity to explore how the film mirrored their

Institute, Toyota of Whittier, The City of Los Angeles AIDS

personal experiences. Like the characters in the film, many of

Coordinator’s Office, and UCLA’s Center for HIV Identifica-

individuals who participated in the community-level interven-

tion, Prevention, and Treatment Services.
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Executive Director, L.A. CADA
Dear Friends,
COVID and its variants were unwelcome guests during L.A. CADA’s 50th Anniversary
year. For that reason, we’re extending the celebration throughout 2022! Our weekly blogs
and quarterly newsletters will keep you in the loop for the events we’re planning. Please
consider attending -- we need you with us to mark L.A. CADA’s five decades of growth and
community service.
You may have heard that part of our growth is the new SAMHSA-funded Certified
Community Behavioral Health Clinic called The Wellness Center. Our doors are now
open at 11015 Bloomfield Avenue in Santa Fe Springs to provide mental healthcare, substance use disorder treatment, and other integrated wellness services. This clinic has been
specifically created to fill the needs of vulnerable children, adults, and families in L.A. County Service Planning Area 7. As a non-profit agency, L.A. CADA is publicly-funded, so our
behavioral healthcare services are provided at low-to-no cost for community members.
Another new L.A. CADA program has been created to build community capacity to
prevent and heal from trauma. We’re now working with the communities of Westmont/
West Athens Community Action for Peace (CAP) and Willowbrook CAP to increase
trauma awareness, knowledge, and resources. L.A. CADA is excited to work with the L.A.
County Department of Public Health and local residents, as well as city staff, local providers, the faith community, businesses, schools, and residents to increase awareness of
the harm that can be caused by trauma. Experiences of trauma can be related to adverse
childhood experiences (ACEs) such as child abuse, neglect, and foster care. It can emerge
as a result of emotional/physical violence and arrest and incarceration experienced as
adults. It also includes the community and cultural trauma we experienced after the
deaths of Trayvon Martin, George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and too many others.
To promote local trauma prevention and recovery, L.A. CADA will help the community
learn and use principles of the Trauma-Informed Community Building model. The TICB
model was developed as a holistic approach to community engagement that recognizes
the impacts of community trauma on residents’ lives. It recognizes that community trauma hampers participation in traditional community building and it limits the impact of
broader community development efforts. The best part is that the TICB model supports
long-term community health and well-being by influencing the institutions that can support community improvements and meet community needs into the future. It’s a good
start to a new year.
L.A. CADA hopes your 2022 is healthy, happy, and filled with joy. Let’s go out and improve our communities together.
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Greetings from
Spotlight On: L.A. CADA Board Member
Santa Fe Springs Outpatient ANNETTE RODRIGUEZ
Rachel Carrillo, Program Manager

Lisa Berger, The Lisa Berger Group

Wow, 2021 is over and as I reflect on the

You might not know that L.A. CADA has an arsenal of “se-

last year, so many things come to mind.

cret weapons” in the fight against behavioral health disor-

The year ended in the blink of an eye, but

ders in our community. Of these, the most important are

also seemed like time stood still during

our staff, volunteers, and supporters. We’d like to introduce

the year. COVID 19 was still a major part of

you to one of these special warriors: Executive Board

our daily lives, but by this time staff was a

Member Annette Rodriguez.

lot more educated, aware of the dangers,

A Southern California native, Annette ranks giving back to her community and be-

and dedicated to keeping ourselves and

ing part of a team that moves the community forward as among her most cherished

our patients safe by following all safety

ideals. As part of the L.A. CADA team, she has an important role to play. The agency’s

protocols. One of our COVID safety mea-

Executive Board sets L.A. CADA policy, budgets, and goals, and oversees all agency

sures included providing on-site COVID

programs and activities. Annette Rodriguez joined our agency’s Board of Directors in

testing to staff and their family. We ad-

2014 – a critical time for L.A. CADA. During the past ten years, we have made pivotal

ministered 393 tests with 43 resulting in

turns and decisions as part of the social justice movement in behavioral healthcare.

a COVID positive test.

Annette is a critical part of L.A. CADA’s greater focus on equity, treatment over

Outpatient never seemed to slow

incarceration, and the use of evidence-based practices for diverse and vulnerable

down during the pandemic. Staff re-

populations that would not otherwise access them. Her guidance during this critical

mained

treatment

period was groundbreaking. Today, L.A CADA is L.A. County’s largest provider of Re-

through ZOOM, Telehealth, and in-per-

covery Bridge Housing for homeless substance users. Our agency provides one of 17

son. Intakes continued to be scheduled

members on the new L.A. County Re-Imagine L.A. Commission to advise the Board

with an average of 10 a week not includ-

of Supervisors on equity policies. And we are one of the only treatment providers in

ing walk-ins. Keeping our clients engaged

L.A. County providing LGBTQ+ Affirming (exclusive) Care – ranked by SAMHSA as

in treatment was a major focus in 2021.

the highest quality of behavioral health treatment for people who are Lesbian, Gay,

busy

providing

Activities for Outpatient were put on

Bisexual, Transgender, or Questioning. That includes our role as the treatment provid-

hold for 2021, however, we did end the

er for the new “Rainbow” Court – America’s only LGBTQ+ Community Collaborative

year with a Thanksgiving Luncheon for

Courtroom. Annette has also been crucial to our application and selection as a Certi-

our Casa De Corazon Recovery Bridge

fied Community Behavioral Healthcare Clinic, opening later in 2022.

Housing patients. And in December,

Los Angeles Centers for Alcohol and Drug Centers is not the only place where

we hosted a fun Pancake Breakfast and

Annette Rodriguez is making a difference. She is a 16-year member of Soroptimist In-

Toy Drive: our patients and staff were so

ternational of Norwalk and Santa Fe Springs, working to improve the lives of wom-

grateful. Also in December, we welcomed

en and girls, as well as Vice President of the Santa Fe Springs Women’s Club and

the Wellness Clinic and the ACT Team

Kiwanis Club of Santa Fe Springs. Not the least of her accomplishments has been

to our site. Outpatient Santa Fe Springs is

running for and winning her position as a Santa Fe Springs City Council Member

very much looking forward to 2022!

and serving as the Mayor of Santa Fe Springs. Did we mention being named “Wom-

Encourage yourself...
believe in yourself...
love yourself...
Never doubt who you are!

an of the Year” in 2009 and “Citizen of the Year” in 2002? It’s easy to see why Annette
lives by the mantra, “Follow your passion; be the change you wish to see.”
When not working for her Santa Fe Springs community, Annette loves to spend
time with her family, especially her five grandchildren. L.A. CADA salutes our Board
Member Annette Rodriguez for her hard work in leaving those grandchildren a better
community in which to grow up.
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By God’s Grace
Desiree Salas, House Monitor, and John Carlos Fabian, Project Director

In 2009, I was running on my self-will . . . living a life of insanity . . . doing the same thing and
expecting different results . . . all of which led to me to the rooms of A.A. and Crystal Meth Anonymous. I met a wonderful woman named Michelle Branch, who shared that people were not
going to love and appreciate me until I learned to love and appreciate myself. I absolutely had
no clue what sobriety had in store for me, but here I am, thirteen years later, clean and sober. My
life today is far more than I could have ever imagined for myself. I have friends who love me, an
amazing mother who loves me unconditionally, my sister who has always had my back, my two
nephews whom I absolutely love, and most importantly, God, who has never left my side.
On January 19, 2022, I turned 13 years clean and sober by God’s grace. I came to work for L.A.
CADA in February 2021 as a monitor part-time so I could continue going to school. I’m blessed to have bosses, Bill Tarkanian and John
Carlos Fabian, who are quite supportive in my journey to better myself while working and helping our guests realize that they are WORTH
IT and that life does get better as long as you put one foot in front of the other. In Spring 2023, I will obtain my bachelor’s degree in social
work at Cal State L.A.. And, God willing, I will also pursue my master’s degree in social work in order to be a licensed clinician someday.
To newcomers who are still suffering, PLEASE STAY–life gets better. I’m proof that a torrid, painful past does not define the woman I am
today. I love the woman I see in the mirror. My name is Desiree, a grateful transgender woman who happens to be a recovering alcoholic.

Outreach at Rio Hondo Probation Office
Jason Strickler, Health Promotion Coordinator

In late October 2021, Los Angeles County Department of Public Health and Rio Hondo Probation hosted a resource fair and free
COVID vaccination event at the Rio Hondo Probation Office in Whittier, CA, inviting key community organizations to promote their
services to provide support to the community.
That day, L.A. CADA had three departments participating in the event: L.A. CADA
Client Engagement and Navigation Services (CENS), Youth and Family Services,
and Santa Fe Springs Outpatient.
“It was so inspiring hearing people’s experiences, seeing people make connections, and
helping those who benefit from all the services,” said SUD Counselor Vanesa Paniagua.
Other organizations in attendance included PV Jobs, RISE Scholars, Helpline Youth
Counseling, and New Directions. All participants presented and distributed information
that would help individuals on probation get
back on their feet. Over 100 community members and organizations were in attendance.

L.A. CADA Case Manager Amber Buchanon, TAY
SUD Counselor Vanesa Paniagua, and CENS Navigator Chris Doran at L.A. CADA booth.
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TAY SUD Counselor Vanesa Paniagua and
Deputy Probation Officer Jeffery J. Probasco at resource fair in Whittier.

From 2017-2021, L.A. CADA provided the

Youth receiving as few as 3.0-4.5 program hours

Historias para Jovenes program (adapted

increased their perception of risk related to sub-

version of CDC’s Community Promise) to 820

stance use. The marginal gains for youth receiv-

participants. The increase in TAY enrollment was

ing more program exposure was not statistically

made possible by collaborating with communi-

significant from the 3.0-4.5 hour group.

ty colleges.
Transition-age youth participants showed

Prevention Education
Elizabeth J. Harris, Ph. D

• 30-Day Substance Use. The number of youth
who used alcohol, marijuana and other drugs
within the past 30 days declined at exit when

gains in four areas (when comparing baseline to
exit survey data):

compared to baseline. The change was statistically significant for

• Perceived risk of commercial tobacco use. A smaller percent-

all program exposure groups. There was no statistically significant

age of TAY endorsed the belief that tobacco use is “low risk” at the

difference between the program exposure groups, meaning that

time of the exit survey, when compared to the baseline survey. The

youth receiving as little as 3.0-4.5 programming hours realized this

percentage endorsing the “low risk” category at exit declined by 45%

positive outcome.

when compared to baseline. The change was statistically significant.

The Historias para Jovenes program is being sustained through

• Perceived risk of marijuana use. A smaller percentage of TAY

other SAMHSA funding (Prevention Navigators). Indeed, Burton

endorsed the belief that marijuana use is “low risk” at the time of

High School’s administration requested in-person programming

the exit survey, when compared to the baseline survey. The per-

for 600 students in the 2020-2021 school year. As L.A. CADA pro-

centage endorsing the “low risk” category at exit declined by 43%

vides the program in the post-HIV Capacity-Building Initiative (CBI)

when compared to baseline.

funding period, the following should be considered:

• HIV transmission knowledge. TAY increased their knowledge

1. Wheel Council resources for the Storytelling Empowerment

about HIV risk transmission at the time of program exit, when com-

model. L.A. CADA’s Historias para Jovenes model more closely

pared to baseline.

resembles the Storytelling Empowerment model, more so than

• Knowledge about resources for substance abuse treatment.

CDC’s Community Promise model. The Wheel Council offers imple-

At the time of exit, a greater proportion of TAY indicated they were

mentation resources that could be leveraged to further develop an

aware of where to access substance abuse treatment, when com-

implementation manual for Historias para Jovenes.

pared to baseline.

2. Positive outcomes attained with fewer programming hours.

Youth participants showed gains in three areas:

L.A. CADA set a target of 7.7 hours as necessary for program com-

• Knowledge about HIV Transmission. Youth improved their

pletion. However, the results of outcome analysis shows that pos-

knowledge about HIV transmission at the time of program exit and

itive outcomes are attained with as little as 3.0-4.5 hours. With

90-days post-exit, when compared to baseline. The gains were ev-

in-classroom time at a premium, L.A. CADA will want to consider

ident across varying levels of program exposure. Youth receiving

condensing the program.

as few as 3.0-4.5 program hours improved their knowledge about

3. Unmeasured gains for peer advocates. Positive outcomes

HIV transmission. The marginal gains for youth receiving more

were evident across the program exposure spectrum. However,

program exposure was not statistically significant from the 3.0-4.5

it is possible that additional positive outcomes were realized by

hour group.

youth and TAY who participated in the twice-monthly Peer Advo-

• Perceived risk of substance use. Youth increased their perceived

cate meetings, and who represented Historias para Jovenes in their

risk related to alcohol, marijuana and other drugs at the time of

schools and at community events. L.A. CADA will want to consider

program exit and 90-days post-exit, when compared to baseline.

measuring resiliency and other potential outcomes that were not

The gains were evident across varying levels of program exposure.

measured by CSAP’s survey.
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Annual Holiday
Pancake Breakfast &
Toy Drive
Daniel Zamora, Grant Writer

Families enjoyed a delicious warm breakfast, joined in singing Christmas carols, and
were able to snap a photo with Santa on
December 21, 2021 when our agency held
its Annual Holiday Pancake Breakfast & Toy
Drive. Thanks to the generosity of donors,
our clients’ children and community kids,
ages 1-18, received toys and gifts with over
1,000 being distributed. No child was left

Classic Dreams Car Club with Santa and L.A. CADA Staff/Toy Drive Committee.

out! Extending care beyond the client and
including their family provides the necessary support clients need on their recovery
journey.
The support of donors helps us positively impact the lives of our clients and their
families. A special thank you to donors
Abigail Barraza Foundation, Rams World
Order, Classic Dreams Car Club, Senator
Bob Archuleta, Hollenbeck Youth Center,
L.A. CADA Board President Dr. Gerald
Roodzant, L.A. CADA Executive Board
Member Robert Rodriguez, Santa Fe
Springs Mayor Annette Rodriguez, City of

Rookies Foundation in collaboration with Rams World Order.

Santa Fe Springs, and Kiwanis of Downey.

Distributing gifts at Bloomfield Outpatient site.

Client Chris B. and his family.
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(l-r) Robert Rodriguez, L.A. CADA Executive Board of Directors; Annette Rodriguez, Santa Fe Springs Mayor; Senator
Bob Archuleta, 32nd District; Priscilla Rodriguez, Community
Relations Associate; Bill Tarkanian, Director of Program
Development.

“I Stopped Running”

Love Yourself
By Swaniketa Brown

Alyssa Gallo, Peer Mentor

As the sound of cars quickly roared past, a jolt reminded him of his reality. A plethora of unwanted circumstances left Jonathan S. looking at his glass half empty.
With constant reminders of his nine-year drug addiction, depression, and bitterness, what more could go
wrong? He looked up to discover the rapidly changing
traffic light and scurried across the gloomy street. Cars
start to accelerate towards him and it becomes just another thing to run from.
Jonathan grew up in Gardena, California. A single mother along with three brothers and three sisters raised him. As a child, Jonathan had a liking for sports. At age 12,
he started playing football and had a bit of talent for the game. As Jonathan grew
up, he attended Thomas Jefferson High School where he continued with his football
aspirations along with some of life’s difficulties. With the influence and pressure of
interactions with his peers, he began making poor choices. One thing led to another
and Jonathan, with the constant use of methamphetamines, found himself on a dangerous path
As time passed, Jonathan became a resident in a sober living program that assisted individuals with sobriety and wellness. While conversing with his sponsor, he
learned about L.A. CADA’s Project 90, a six-month program that provides support with
resources such as food, health services, and housing assistance. When Jonathan enrolled in the P90 program, he mentioned his need for housing–he was in search of
stability and growth.
Jonathan not only maintained his goals with the program, he graduated and accomplished his objectives in order to successfully receive housing assistance. He now
resides in his own apartment and is gainfully employed as a Client Services Manager.
Jonathan is proud of his ability to follow a program, and when asked how he was able
to change his life, he simply responds, “I stopped running.”

Did you know?

Los Angeles Centers for Alcohol and Drug Abuse is listed as a Charitable
Organization on AMAZON SMILE. This means that when placing an Amazon
order through www.smile.amazon.com, L.A. CADA will benefit from a small
percentage of your purchase and it won’t cost you a penny more! So let’s do
all we can to put smiles on the faces of those we serve and their families.
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Too coily, too nappy, too thick, too black.
How you get your curl like that?
What you mixed with?
Insecure fiends of European dreams.
Did I say dreams? I meant lies.
Too blind to recognize hollow beauty
wrapped in pretty packaging.
Photoshopped, bows and ribbons.
So quick to buy what they stole,
remarketed and sold
right back to you.
Making you hate you
like they do
‘cause they ain’t you,
and profiting from it too.
Perm rods and teasing
can’t mimic your coif to their pleasing.
Theirs is too flat.
Jealously labeled your kink “ugly.”
Got you reaching for hot irons and yaki,
bundles, lacefronts, Hawaiian silky.
Mad! Oils, booths, and sprays
could never tan their skin
as deep and as rich as you.
Envy labeled you “dark.”
Got you spending on soaps and creams
to strip melanin from your pigment,
like mining blood diamonds
from Sierra Leone.
Furious! Botox and booty pops,
Implants, corsets, and silicone
don’t replicate you sultry...
with authenticity.
Hatred labeled you “overgrown,”
too big, too much;
Sought to demean you, cheapen you.
Hypersexual lies
Exploited Sara Baartman
but exalted Kim K.
Have you not yet learned
to never mind what they say?
You were created perfect.
Every coil, every kink,
every curve, every line.
Your darkness a reflection
of your power within
from the cosmic sky.
Their speech is designed to deny
your God given right to be FLY!
Every word carefully crafted
to lead you astray
from the truth of what you are:
The Queen of Slay.

Wellness Center Now Open in Santa Fe Springs
Nolan Same-Weil, Integrated Care Manager

On January 3, 2022, L.A. CADA opened the doors to our newest program, the L.A.
CADA Community Wellness Center. The Wellness Center provides a comprehensive
array of services needed to create access, stabilize people in crisis, and provide the
necessary treatment for those with the most serious, complex mental illnesses and
substance use disorders.
The Wellness Center integrates additional services to ensure an approach to
healthcare that emphasizes recovery, wellness, trauma-informed care, and physical
behavioral health integration. These services include, but are not limited to, easy access to care with criteria to assure a reduced wait time so that those who need services
can receive them when they need them, regardless of ability to pay or location of
residence.

Meet Kassandra Molina
Nolan Same-Weil, Integrated Care Manager

The L.A. CADA Community Wellness Center is proud to feature our amazing and
talented Administrative Care Coordinator, Kassandra Molina. Kassandra is a
UCLA grad, and looking forward to pursuing a higher education in Healthcare
Administration.
Her L.A. CADA journey began serving
as the Administrative Assistant at Long
Beach Outpatient and Community Services Center. Her dedicated work ethic
The Wellness Center expands and enhances L.A. CADA’s ability to provide care

and strong administrative background

coordination to local primary care providers, hospitals, other health care providers,

have helped her grow efficiently within

social service providers, and law enforcement. These collaborative organizations in-

the agency. Her passion for helping oth-

clude veterans associations, Native American organizations and more. The Wellness

ers is evident in how she empathizes with

Center does its best to tailor care for active duty military and veterans to ensure they

the population we serve. Kassandra has

receive the unique health support essential to their treatment. The over-arching focus

aspirations for growth and is dedicated

is on whole health and comprehensive access to a full range of medical, behavioral,

to L.A. CADA’s mission in helping others

and supportive services.

live healthier, happier lives.

Please help us make a difference!
During this unprecedented
time,ever,
our essential
remainthis
critical
as we continue
to provide
servicesservices
to those who are most
Now more than
we needservices
you. During
unprecedented
time,
our essential
vulnerable.remain
Please help
us
continue
to
embrace
the
empowerment
of
people
through
compassion,
perseverance,
critical so that we can continue to provide services to those who are most vulnerable.and respect.

Now!

Youorganization
can be acontinue
part oftoour
mission
by donating
now:
Help our
embrace
the empowerment
of people
through
compassion,
and respect.
Click on the QR
code at the perseverance,
left, visit our website
at www.lacada.com
or contact Priscilla
Rodriguez
at prodriguez@lacada.com
or phonenow.
(562) 777-7500.
You can
be a part
of our mission by donating
Please donate now to Los Angeles Centers for Alcohol and Drug Abuse
page
8 us make a difference.
and
help

To donate, please visit our website at www.lacada.com or contact Priscilla Rodriguez at prodriguez@lacada.com or phone (562) 348-0083.

The Joy of Supervision
Works Both Ways

prise because through all that expensive academic training, selfcare was merely a concept, the budding clinician was so busy with
ten papers, internships, and the like, they never had time to practice

Lenwood Patterson, Clinical Supervisor

self-care in real-time. The adage “You can’t give from an empty cup”

Clinical Supervision is a process that enhances growth and
increases skills in a given profession, while building a trusting
relationship between a supervisor and a supervisee.
(Borders & Brown, 2005)

is what I try to instill in them.
By this time, the supervisee is ready to trust that L.A. CADA and
I are genuinely invested in their professional and personal development. This allows them to be receptive to what we have to offer

When I was initially hired at L.A CADA, Clinical Supervision was not

and continue enriching their lives (including personal therapy). I

even on the horizon of what I wanted to do. I had been licensed for

have had many supervisees tell me they have learned techniques,

four years and my only perspective was performing therapy. How-

skills, and other nuances that if it had not been for supervision, they

ever, over the past three years, it has been one of the most powerful

would have never learned it. This has been true particularly during

and impactful professional positions I have held–I don’t believe I ‘d

this time of COVID. There has never been a time in our profession’s

have it any other way.

history where we were experiencing the exact same trauma of our

As the above definition states, enhancing these budding

clients. These are indeed some unprecedented times

therapists’ growth and increasing their skills has been an experi-

I let the supervisees know that L.A. CADA has a hired (rare)

ence unlike any other in my professional career. When I first meet

Clinical Supervisor where I do not only possess the academia to

with my budding clinician, my first question is, “Have you been

share but the experiential knowledge of 32 years of sobriety. This

in therapy?” It’s always wonderful when I get an affirmative to

unique combination has been invaluable in working with this

this question. However, when it’s a “no” or “never,” it becomes re-

sometimes-challenging population as per supervisees. I explain to

markably interesting how the conversation develops. My usual

the supervisee out of all the diagnoses in the DSM-5, substance use

comment is, “It gets difficult to help others with their psycholog-

disorder (SUD) is one of the most precarious. Most of the other dis-

ical baggage if ours, as clinicians, is not unpacked and healed.”

orders are (more or less) evident in its epidemiological symptoms

There are also the concepts of countertransference

and the treatment is usually similar to others who suffer with similar

and vicarious trauma (where we experience second-handily the

disorders. Not so with SUD. It takes creativity, ingenuity, and a spe-

trauma of our clients). If the budding clinician is typically receptive

cial skill to work with this disorder. That special skill is usually devel-

(usually by our second or third meeting), they have researched ther-

oped throughout the course of supervision usually resulting in the

apy and are ready to become the excellent therapist they’re meant

supervisee increasing their clinical self-confidence. If the budding

to be. But there are the few who really find it difficult to face their

clinician has done their own work, trusted the supervision process,

unresolved issues and thus begin to squirm at all the reasons they

and, most importantly, connected with the client, the rewards are

have not and “need not” attend therapy. I usually love these bud-

endless.

ding souls.

Where many agencies usually bypass clinical supervision as a

This is where the second part of the above definition of clinical

secondary thought, L.A. CADA has been instrumental in ensuring

supervision comes into play: “building a trusting relationship be-

the space, training, and compensation to allow this very needed

tween the supervisor and a supervisee.” This is parallel to the work

and valuable service to thrive. I educate the budding clinicians on

we do with our clients. If there is no trust, rapport, or connection, all

suicide assessment, legal and ethical issues, and an array of evi-

the academic training we have paid thousands of dollars for will not

dence-based practices. I also make sure they are adept at note writ-

mean anything. Particularly with the population L.A. CADA serves:

ing and the abundance of necessary paperwork (it is as though we

the Substance Using Disordered Person!

are treating paper and not people). I tell my supervisees regarding

My process of building trust is to encourage my supervisees

this abundance of paperwork, “Do what you have to do, so you get

that they are able and capable, or they would not have made it

to do what you want to do”. . . and what we all want to do is free our

through their master’s program. I then genuinely follow up with

clients from the psychological pain that brought them to us in the

how they have practiced self-care. This usually takes them by sur-

first place!
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L.A. CADA Receives Domestic Violence Award
from Sunstate Equipment Foundation
Daniel Zamora, Grant Writer

Los Angeles Centers for Alcohol and Drug Abuse expresses our sincerest gratitude to
Sunstate Equipment Foundation for their award of $5,000. The award strengthened
and increased L.A. CADA’s ability to deliver Anger Management and Domestic Violence counseling programs. Domestic violence continues to be a problem within L.A.
County, existing as a possible co-occurring disorder for those with Substance Use Disorder (SUD). Psychiatric Times reports the relationship between SUD and domestic
abuse: “Substance use is involved in 40% to 60% of Intimate Partner Violence (IPV)

Welcome, Michael!

incidents. Several lines of evidence suggest that when substance use and IPV co-occur, substance use may play a facilitative role in IPV by precipitating or exacerbating

Nolan Same-Weil, Integrated Care Manager

violence.” Programs addressing domestic violence that run parallel to SUD services

Long Beach Outpatient and Communi-

deliver the best opportunity for sobriety and domestic abuse reduction, as they ac-

ty Services Center is proud to introduce

knowledge the connection between the two.

Michael Rubio, our new Program Coordi-

L.A. CADA salutes the Sunstate Equipment Foundation for addressing domestic

nator. Michael is an SUD counselor with

violence as one of their foundation priorities. Providing appropriate treatments and

a background in Quality Assurance and

services creates a higher level of care, acknowledging that health and wellness begin

Research and Development.

by providing a safe environment for the individual and those around them. We are

He found his passion for working

grateful for this award and our ability to provide a life-saving service to those in need.

with those afflicted with the disease of
addiction while working on his own recovery. He chose a life of recovery to bet-

Born Great

ter himself, and to reach his full potential

by Diamond Mims

in life as a father and a partner. He plans

Judge me for my character,

to continue his education and earn a de-

How I carry myself.

gree in Social Work Law.
Michael brings vast knowledge and
expertise in SUD treatment, and possesses the tenacity and overwhelming desire

Judge me for the placement of my heart,
Never forget the hardships of those who suffered before you.
Release the weight you carry within your soul,

to be of service to the Long Beach com-

Prevail and prosper through the pathways that were made for you before you.

munity. Welcome to the Long Beach L.A.

Though the pathway is not spotless, it is greatly cleared of debris for your success.

CADA family, Michael. We are so pleased

The judgment and injustice will never be over,

to have you on board.

Instead these are the stepping stones that lead to our greatness.
Do not tread lightly! Make noise and let your presence be known.
Accept yourself, embrace yourself, embrace your history and how you came to be,
Forever be proud of the legacy you lead and leave.
Know that life wouldn’t be significant if there aren’t any obstacles to overcome.
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L.A. CADA Staff, Thanksgiving 2021

Triumphs and Tribulations During a Challenging Year of Change
Daniel Martin, Program Coordinator

When 2021 began, staff at the Allen House started lining up for

another, the Allen House staff started a garden and implement-

their first shot of the COVID vaccinations. It was a particularly

ed cooking lessons. There was even a period when Allen House

hopeful time because getting vaccinated meant we were keep-

was smoke-free!

ing ourselves and our patients safe. A few staff members found

The Allen House went through some renovations and con-

themselves at Lincoln Park in Los Angeles waiting in long lines

tinued to provide services during the disruptions. Many nation-

for their first dose of the Moderna vaccine. The Allen House, like

al holidays were celebrated, Recovery-Month was beautifully

the world, was adapting to change. Safety and health became

done, and success stories were abundant considering the num-

the focus of our program as we continued to provide treatment

ber of clients who were stepping down and staying in treat-

to our patients. There was no break or pause for the Allen House.

ment. Halloween through Christmas was an especially festive

For the first six months in 2021, Ingrid Soto was Program

time, but a notably difficult one for our patients. The holidays

Manager at Allen House and things were unsettled, howev-

are already a hard time for addicts, but the Allen House staff

er she was quick to establish guidelines and expectations that

managed to make connections and keep people in treatment

were in line with the agency’s mission. Treatment teams were

despite the odds during this time. Unfortunately, COVID was

redefined and roles were identified for a program that had been

still a large part of the Allen House equation and continued

morphed by the pandemic. We now had cohorts!

throughout the entire year of 2021.

The Allen House quickly adapted to change and where it

As the year ended, it was important to appreciate the les-

primarily succeeded was in the nurturing and care of its clients

sons we learned, the friends and acquaintances we made, and

during their treatment and recovery. With a mostly new team at

the hardships we faced that made us stronger and better at our

the beginning of 2021, Allen House felt ripe for continued suc-

jobs. To the executive team members, the clinicians, counsel-

cess. Harm reduction and mental health were at the forefront of

ors, medical personnel, case managers, monitors, coordinators,

treatment goals, and huge strides were made by strong treat-

advisors, and program managers, THANK YOU for all you did in

ment teams, solid medical personnel, and great court liaisons.

2021 and continue doing.

When Kerry Oh took over Allen House in July, a Leadership

The Allen House was able to do something beautiful that

Team was established to inspire Allen House to reach its man-

I cannot accurately describe. I’m very hopeful that with Allen

agement goals. The Allen House culture began to settle from

House relocating later this year, the program will get the break

all the change, and it was incredible to experience the camara-

it so rightfully deserves. Like all of us after a little vacation, it will

derie that was beginning to grow among staff. Supporting one

come back refreshed and ready again to save lives.
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Addiction and the Medical Community
Randolph P. Holmes, MD, L.A. CADA Medical Director
Many people pass through treatment centers like L.A. CADA and receive medical care as
part of their Substance Use Disorder (SUD) overall program. During their stay, they may
receive medications for their substance use disorder or other medical/mental health issues. Programs like L.A. CADA provide trained medical personnel such as doctors, nurse
practitioners, physician assistants, and registered nurses who manage and monitor their
care. After they have completed their treatment and moved back into the world at large,
prevent relapse. Many SUD’s require years of continued follow up and treatment. As with

“L.A. CADA became my family,
while I gained my family back”

other chronic illnesses like diabetes and hypertension, addictions do not get cured with

Thaddeus M.

treatment, only managed and monitored.

L.A. CADA was not only a life saver, but a

they need to often continue with medications and psychosocial therapies in order to

How does a person connect with a doctor, nurse practitioner, physician assis-

needed eye opener. Without kind and

tant or psychologist after leaving L.A. CADA? In our fragmented and difficult health

well trained staff members, I’d still be in a

care system, finding the right source for health care is not easy. After leaving treatment,

state of emotional, spiritual, and mental

the program will no longer be prescribing your medication. You will need to find some-

blindness. They helped me acknowledge

one–often a doctor–who understands the world of addiction and is willing to continue

my triggers and find healthy, sober ways

treatment. People coming out of drug and alcohol treatment are often poorly equipped

to deal with them. Attending groups and

to deal with issues like health insurance, locating providers who will see them, and ar-

NA/AA meetings has been a big part of my

ranging transportation. They need to learn to be their own advocates which is a skill they

recovery. All of these kept me grounded

often lack. Simple things like showing up on time for an appointment, having proper

when I needed it the most, I learned to use

identification, bringing medications to the visit, and making follow up appointments are

the tools to remain clean and sober.

issues that make caring for them difficult.

I’ve allowed myself to reflect on my

Doctors who specialize in addiction medicine are rare and often not located in com-

past, without pointing fingers or passing

munities where people who need them live. This means that we have to count on regular

judgement/blame onto others. My time in

doctors who practice in communities where our patients are returning to and are providing

the program was needed and I enjoyed it.

their primary care. Many of these doctors have little or no experience in treating SUDs, but

Without L.A. CADA I wouldn’t have been

they are all we have; we need to encourage more to get involved in caring for our patients.

able to accomplish half the things I did.

The organized professional groups like the American Society of Addiction Medi-

L.A. CADA remained patient with me. I

cine (ASAM) are making it a high priority to improve education about SUDs to primary

received help with the program’s footwork

care providers. Treating addiction is not so difficult that most primary care doctors can-

for the past six months. I was provided a new

not master it. We, in treatment programs like L.A. CADA, need to work to build relation-

way of living and became responsible and

ships with doctors, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants in our communities so

accountable. My family is now back in my

that our patients’ transition out of our care and into the care of a primary care provider

life, I’m the husband my wife deserves and

is as seamless as possible. We often begin the process of finding a primary care provider

the father my son needs. Now I can be trust-

shortly after someone enters into treatment. We discuss where they expect to live after

ed and depended on daily.

treatment and locate a doctor in that area if they do not already have an existing relation-

One day at a time, working my steps,

ship with one. Our goal is to make contact with a provider prior to discharge in order to

and trusting the process. Turning my will

make things as easy as possible. We hope this will keep people connected to the lifesav-

and life over to the God of my understand-

ing treatment they started with us.

ing. Thank you, L.A. CADA.
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The Love of my life.

Kerry H. aka Short Bus

Come ride with me as I pursue this beautiful girl named Sobriety.
What I love about her most and boast is she doesn’t even get high with me.
When we have conversations she never lies to me.
And honestly, HONESTY doesn’t seem so popular in today’s society.
I will always ride for her since she decided to live and die with me.
We were meant to be O-N-E as far as I can see.
I’m gonna continue to fight for her since I believe she constantly fights for me.
Whenever I’m with her, she treats me good, so it’s only right that I treat her righteously.
If you don’t understand what I’m saying then you might just be asleep or you might be weak.
Or you’re simply not paying attention because you like this beat!
If you like this speech then put down the pipe right now and get out them streets.
Because the Devil be playing for keeps. Plus on top of that he cheats!
But let me tell you more about this girl I did meet.
I wouldn’t have known her if six months ago I hadn’t got arrested and shot up by the police.
We’ve been together since July and its crazy how time flies.
Ever since I found Sobriety I stopped getting high!
I resumed seeing eye-to-eye with my family and friends. I even got a cool 9-to-5.
If I use again, it’s back to the Pen. Or even worse, I will die.
If I had a choice I’d rather collaborate than collide. Since I have a voice, I’ll speak out what’s true deep inside.
Letting go of ways that didn’t work and that I’ve already tried.
I remember somebody told me the grass is greener on the other side.
I never took heat for the seeds planted as if I thought they’d lied.
Raised in the streets of Wilmington, who would’ve ever thought I’d survive.
Especially with death, incarceration, on the rise. It’s kind of hard to count all your blessings in disguise.
Since me and Sobriety in love you’re probably surprised.
Because when it came to being on drugs I was one of those guys.
I’m fortunate to be alive. Considering those who have died.
When I was told I wouldn’t amount to nothing. I didn’t believe none of those lies.
I wake up to bitter complaint and all types of negativity.
How am I suppose to be righteous when its clear the Devil lives with me.
God gave me a smile that’s contagious and powerful like electricity.
Born with the odds stacked against me just because of my ethnicity.
My life is right in the middle of difficulty and simplicity.
Even people who don’t really like me still listen to these melodies I be making maintain a potent delivery.
My writings are exciting. Each one is like solving a mystery. Or at least it is for me.
According to my personal history. Whenever I focus on something I attack whatever it is viciously.
I don’t believe in failing like some people don’t believe in buying a Christmas tree.
I told Terry that I love her like she loves me unconditionally.
All things change with time I wish it only came instantly.
I’m glad that some realize addicts need help and education rather than penitentiaries.
I didn’t understand my blessings in disguise until the judge finally sentenced me.
Only when I get out and do good can I show how much it really meant to me.
Shout out to my fiance Terri Linn, and my sister Karisha who has been my number one supporter throughout my recovery.
Special dedication to my cousin/brother in the hospital, Antoine. Get well soon!
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Red Ribbon Week at El Rancho Unified School District
Jason Strickler, L.A. CADA Health Promotion Coordinator

During Red Ribbon Week in November, three El Rancho Uni-

participated in the event.

fied high schools welcomed L.A. CADA Youth and Fami-

According to the National Family Partnership (NFP) web-

ly Services on their campuses to help increase awareness of

site, the National Red Ribbon Campaign serves as a catalyst to

youth substance abuse and to share resources that support

mobilize communities to educate youth and encourage partic-

youth in making healthy life choices.

ipation in drug prevention activities. Since then, the campaign

L.A. CADA staff set up tables at Salazar High School, El-

has reached millions of U.S. children and families. The NFP and

len Ochoa Prep Academy, and El Rancho High School.

its network of individuals and organizations continue to deliver

“We handed out snacks, drinks, Red Ribbon merchandise, an-

this message of hope to millions of people every year.

swered questions, and talked to students to get a greater under-

Thank you to Dora Delgado and Sandra Robles of El Ran-

standing of how to get them more involved in prevention,” said

cho Unified School District, for your openness and collabora-

Jason Strickler, L.A. CADA Health Promotion Coordinator.

tion on this event. Thanks also to high school principals, Zan

Over 100 Red Ribbon Pledges were signed by the stu-

Mason, Erin Lopez-Cadena, and Kendall Goyenaga, for their

dents. L.A. CADA presented each principal with a commemo-

support. And lastly, thank you to the receptive students, helpful

rative plaque as a thank you for allowing the agency to engage

school staff, and L.A. CADA employees who helped make this

with their students. Gift cards were raffled off to students who

event a success. See you next year!

Students sign Red Ribbon Pledges to be
positive roll models by never abusing
drugs or alcohol.

Enthusiastic Ellen Ochoa Prep Academy students with Dr. Erin Lopez-Cadena, Principal (holding certificate).

(l-r) Dr. Frances Esparza, El Rancho Unified School District
Superintendent; Ms. Perez, School Board Member; Ms. Janet
Castillo, School Board Member; Mayor Raul Elias, City of Pico
Rivera; Rachel Price, ERHS/ Youth Coordinator; Juan Navarro,
L.A.CADA Executive Director; Monica Soto, Youth Program
Manager; Marla Diaz, El Rancho High School Vice Principal.
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Los Angeles Centers for Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Headquarters and
Administrative Offices
12070 Telegraph Road, Suite 207
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562.777.7500

Downtown Outpatient and
HIV Services Center
470 E. 3rd Street, Suites A & B
Los Angeles, CA 90013
213.626.6411

Alhambra Cottages
(Recovery Bridge Housing)
2800 W. Valley Boulevard
Alhambra, CA 91803

Downtown Outpatient
307 Central Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90013
213.372.5233

Alice’s House
Residential Treatment Center
14100 Glengyle Street
Whittier, CA 90604
562.777.1222

Elm Street Office
2179 Elm Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90806
424.290.9719

Allen House
Residential Treatment Center
10425 S. Painter Avenue
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562.906.2685
Art House
(Recovery Bridge Housing)
1646 N. Fair Oaks Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91103
626.314.3333
Casa del Corazon
(Recovery Bridge Housing)
5379 Whitter Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90022
323.213-3112
Custody to Community
Transitional Reentry Program (CCTRP)
11121 Bloomfield Avenue
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562.236.9390

Nuestra Casa
(South Gate Recovery Bridge
Housing)
8919 California Avenue
South Gate, CA 90280
323.487.5002

Safe Haven
12580 Lakeland Road
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562.210.5751
Santa Fe Springs Outpatient and
Community Services / CENS
11015 Bloomfield Avenue
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562.906.2676
CENS: 562.273.0462
START House
(Recovery Bridge Housing)
2079 El Molino Avenue
Altadena, CA 91001
626.421-6311
Victoria’s House
(Recovery Bridge Housing)
9866 Linden Street
Bellflower, CA 90706

Heart House
(Recovery Bridge Housing)
90 S. Meridith Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91106

Walnut Office
221 E. Walnut Street, Suite 120
Pasadena, CA 91101
626.314.2818

Hollywood HIV Services Center
6838 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90028
323.461.3161 Ext. 3818

Youth Prevention/
Supportive Services
10210 Orr and Day Road, Suite B
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562.348.0083

Long Beach Outpatient and
Community Services Center
5861 Cherry Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90805
562.676.4259

4th Street Office
1401 E. Fourth Street, Unit A
Long Beach, CA 90802
562.606.2664

Long Beach
(Recovery Bridge Housing)
5245 E. Carson Street
Long Beach, CA 90808

Los Angeles Centers for Alcohol and Drug Abuse serves the multicultural community
of Santa Fe Springs, including cities throughout Los Angeles County.
. . . OUR MISSION . . .
is to save lives, unite families, and protect the community through addiction counselingand healthy living education.
. . . OUR VISION . . .
is to enhance the educational and economic well-being of the people we serve by means of
direct human services, advocacy, and referrals.
. . . OUR VALUES . . .
is to embrace the empowerment of people through compassion, perseverance and respect.
We are able to provide a wide range of services thanks to a collaborative approach compatible with healthy communities,
dedicated partners and unique foundations.
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